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Tech
highway
for a
megaregion
By James Bowen
and Tony Patterson

O

ntario’s high tech regions are
building an economic highway
to link themselves tighter as
the ecosystem idea of economic growth
gains traction (SCAN issues passim,
search ‘ecosystem’ on the SCANsite).
Funded primarily by Queen’s Park,
nicknamed Ottorloo, the freeway has
various official names and guises.
First is the Ontario Technology Corridor (OTC), now a couple of years old
but little publicized until recently (the
website was launched just last month).

OTC links Ottawa, Toronto and WaIdeas are great, real products and time Nortel exec and former CEO of
terloo as the heart of high tech in the services even better, but business plans Cybercore, fills this role at OCRI,
province, which in turn is the heart of are needed in order to access capital as does ex-Ottawan Dan Mathers at
one of 10 tech mega-regions in North – not just private capital, but public Communitech..
America.
While
Ontario’s
Economic developtech corridor is in esCompanies in the corridor, almost 6,000 of sence a grouping of
ment agencies of the
three cities have formed
them, spanning the software, photonics, companies along a
the MaRS Collaborafixed route through
wireless, cleantech, digital media, life
tion Network (MCN)
the economic heart
sciences, and microelectronics sectors,
to help start-ups and
of the province, tech
entrepreneurs overcome
commercialization,
employ more than 250,000 people.
hurdles. OCRI (Ottawa
with arteries extendCentre for Research and
ing everywhere, canInnovation) in Ottawa has imported funds, such as the $29 million Ontario not be so narrowly defined.
some training methods from MaRS Investment Accelerator Fund. Execu“Anywhere colleges or universi(Medical and Related Sciences) in To- tives-in-residence (EIRs) at the three ties have a quality technology or enronto, and in turn is exporting its highly agencies help build business plans and trepreneurship program, we are seesuccessful Entrepreneur’s Edge pro- serve as mentors for SMEs ready to ing local capability growing,” says
gram to Communitech in Waterloo.
take a next step. Peter Becke, a long- Andrew Fisher, EVP of investment

Low overhead getting started produces great niche content
While the evolution of the Internet has box produced quite a few results, given tion to what’s being said about them
changed the way many profes- that the strike had only been on for a on Twitter due to the exponential
sions work, it’s arguable few hours. Not many comments are fit growth a negative comment can have.
that media monitoring to be reproduced in a professional publi- One person who’s being followed by
has gone through the cation. Suffice it say, Tweeters were not a thousand readers tweets about poor
biggest change since impressed with the decision of Amal- service. Then several of those readers,
Robert Janelle
companies began sell- gamated Transit Union, Local 279 to who have a thousand of their own foling relevant newspaper clip- strike in the middle of December.
lowers, comment on their own poor
pings to celebrities in the 19th century.
Students announced that they were service and suddenly it’s all over the
The Internet has not only created an trudging through the snow, seeking rides place.
he rise of social media has done environment with more information, or even looking for places to sleep on
This leads to another key aspect of
many things, among them pro- it has also made it
new media. Along
viding more information to con- easy for anyone to The video had been watched almost 20,000 times with anyone being
sume and more ways to follow break- publish to a wide
able to publish,
and had 410 comments. Not much by global
ing news stories obsessively.
audience,
which
there’s also the
The kind of news story that can lead means there are
standards but impressive for a hyper-local story two-way conversomeone to compulsively seek up- plenty of places a
sation aspect.
dates varies from person to person but media monitor needs to be checking to campus to ensure they made it to exams
Not long ago, a media monitorfor me, it was being left stranded in a find out what’s being said about a client. on time. Others lamented lost income ing agency would provide its client
snowstorm when OC Transpo went
After reading up on initial strike de- from not being able to get to work at all with a tape a televised interview and
on strike Dec. 10.
tails from the larger local media out- and at least one freelance journalist be- that would be the end of the job. But
Attempting to find some kind of op- lets, I hit up micro-blogging site Twit- moaned being trapped at home.
thanks to sites like YouTube, it’s also
portunity in the ensuing chaos of this la- ter [www.twitter.com] to see what was
Web-savvy companies like U.S. possible to see what the viewing pubbour disruption, I decided to try my hand being said in 140-character chunks.
Internet service provider Comcast lic thinks of the clip.
at some modern media monitoring.
Typing “OC Transpo” into the search have begun paying particular attenMore, see Blogscanning, page 2
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firm Wesley Clover. “We are interested in a variety of tech startups, and
we’re finding lesser-known centres
are doing joint innovation with the
tech centres such as Ottawa. Places
such as Sudbury and Sault Saint Marie have highly skilled tech people.
Sudbury, for example, has a strong
tech community with around 200
computer animators working for one
of our media investments, March
Entertainment.”
A strong commercialization web
embraces regional, niche contributions. It also reaches out globally
to create better solutions/products
through joint initiatives.
MCN works with the next generation. OTC takes the ready abroad.
They’ve done five missions to California, one to Washington and four to Europe, including one just returned from
England. While out there, they spin
tales of Ontario’s Technology Corridor that even people in Ontario don’t
know, or don’t much think about, such
as:
• Companies in the corridor, almost
6,000 of them, spanning the software, photonics, wireless, cleantech, digital media, life sciences,
and microelectronics sectors, employ more than 250,000 people.
• National and international firms
have homes here – Google, IBM,
RIM, Adobe, Cisco, Microsoft,
Toyota, GlaxoSmithKline, Nortel and Xerox are just a few brand
names. OpenText and RIM are two
with significant operations at both
the Ottawa and Waterloo ends of the
corridor. “RIM is based in Waterloo
and that is its largest operating location,” says Mike Darch, who manages OTC for OCRI. “But much of
its software development – one of
its fastest growing operations – is
done here in Ottawa.”
More, see Ottorloo, page 7

Finessing the age of parsimony

Watch for the opportunities
if government wants to help

F

scientists who were the customers for such technology
found
themselves
becoming contract
administrators and
they also found that
Denzil Doyle
the funding for such
projects was coming out of
their budgets. On the positive side,
many of the scientists learned a lot
t is now becoming increasingly about how high-tech companies opclear that massive government erated. In fact, some of them “went
intervention into the so-called over the wall” and started their own
free market economies of the world companies.
We hear a great deal these days
is going to be the order of the day for
years to come. While it will bring with from government policy makers
it some challenges (e.g. additional about the need for greater government/industry cobureaucracy) it will
operation. If they
also bring some opThe unsolicited
been around
portunities.
proposals program had
in the heyday of
For the Canadian
the USP program
high-tech industry,
might just be the
would have
we have an opspark that is needed they
seen such co-opportunity to re-ineration at its best.
to re-ignite the
troduce a program
the above
that was probably
country’s high-tech What
two examples do
the best one we
illustrate is that
industry.
have ever had. It
we have a shortage
was called the unsolicited proposal (USP) program of Canadian companies that would
and was in place during the period make good strategic partners for
from about 1970 to about 1995. As those firms when they do reach the
the name implies, it allowed compa- stage when they could become mulnies to come forward to the federal tinational companies.
The federal government should
government with project proposals
that typically involved the delivery give priority to a review of the USP
program.
Who
of a new product,
knows, it might
service, or process.
just be the spark
The target customer We have a shortage
that is needed to rewas often a governof Canadian
ignite the country’s
ment science-based
companies that
high-tech indusdepartment
or
agency, but a third
would make good try. While it had
disadvantages,
party was often instrategic partners its
they were more
volved.
than outweighed
It is probably no
for firms when
by its advantages.
coincidence
that
they reach the
It is certainly a
it was during that
good
alternative
stage when they
period that Canato some of the soda’s space program
could become
called infrastrucwas evolving. An
ture programs that
multinational
example of a firm
are being talked
that made wide
companies
about.
use of the program
Guru in one
was Canadian Astronautics Ltd. It developed some guise, angel in another, Denzil Doyle
very innovative antenna technology is chairman of Doyletech, a member
that found its way into such appli- of the Order of Canada, a profescations as cellular telephony and sional engineer, founder and former
satellite tracking systems. Although CEO of Digital Equipment Corp.
the company was acquired by EMS in Canada, company director, menTechnologies of Atlanta in the mid- tor, consultant, investor and author
nineties, the technology lived on and of the best-selling ‘Making TechnolEMS is now one of the most exciting ogy Happen’. He can be reached at
companies on the Ottawa scene. It is ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
definitely one of our best corporate
national capital SCAN
citizens.
Another USP project involved the
is printed on
development of the very early morecycled
bile data communications technology by Mobile Data International,
newsprint
a spinoff from MDA in Vancouver.
Again, it was acquired by a U.S. firm
but many of the key people went on to
make Vancouver the hotbed of wireless technology that it is today.
There are many theories as to why
the USP program was discontinued. One was that the government

By Tony Patterson,
SCAN’s editor and CEO

institution he founded is one of Canada’s major financial institutions today.
Why isn’t there a high tech credit
aced with
union? Why can’t the principles of mithe flight
crolending, proven so effective when
of vencap
applied in the developing world, be apand the collapse of
plied just as effectively to the relatively
markets, what are
small needs of startups? Microlending
high tech startups
was the inspiration of an individual
to do? There is but
since honoured with the Nobel Prize.
one mantra for the
Microlending has helped millions and
looming age of parsimony, and it is
interestingly enough it has also made
self-reliance. They will do what they
millions for the founder of the movemust in order to survive
ment. He also had the sagacity
and succeed.
to found the Graneen Bank,
There’s never been a better time
Entrepreneurs will look
which has prospered through
more to themselves, to
for businesses to be thinking out
its association with the promining and adding value
gram.
of the box. For those who can’t
to their own resources.
There’s never been a betThey will be more crethink that way, the box is likely to
ter time for businesses to be
ative, think more sideways
thinking out of the box, not
be the one they’re buried in.
and look more to where
to mention necessity. For
opportunity is going than
those who can’t think that
to where it has been or even where Cooperatives are a Canadian tradition, way, the box is likely to be the one
it rests today. They will learn from in fishing and farming, housing and they’re buried in.
one another, from the local entrepre- custom retailing. The father of credit
neurs who have built companies with unions was a Quebecker, and the

Blogscanning… from page 1

modest amounts of capital into worldclass competitors by providing great
services and the products to enhance
them. As Andrew Waitman wrote recently in his SCAN column, “We need
to understand and learn from these
examples, and celebrate their success,
because they show the way to the future for Ottawa’s next generation of
high technology entrepreneurs …”
Successful high tech startups will be
more cooperative, helping each other
in new ways and tried and true ways.

with a strong focus on the future of
the city’s public transportation system,
but in the last few weeks strike covSearching for OC Transpo on YouTube
erage has dominated the site. The site
immediately brings up the now infamous
demonstrates how the low overhead
CTV interview with union boss André
needed to get a blog
Cornellier, in which he
One person being followed by a
up and running can
provided rather curt relead to great outlets
sponses to the reporter. At
thousand readers tweets about poor
for niche content, a lot
the time of this writing, the
service . . . suddenly it’s all over the place. more content being
video had been watched
generated faster than
almost 20,000 times and
Meanwhile, Public Transit in Ot- ever. Right or wrong about labour ishad 410 comments. Not much by global
standards but impressive for a hyper-lo- tawa became a real go-to site for sues, OC Transpo’s union should take
strike updates.
a good look at the social media monical story.
The blog initially provided analysis toring tools out there. It needs them,
Hitting up the regular blogs, public relations blogger Bob LeDrew and updates about transit in Ottawa, desperately.
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analyzed the union’s PR problems in
posts titled “How not to get support,
transit union edition,” and “Cornellier
zips his life, but too late to rehab his
union’s image?”

Loud and Clear

I

nuggets

Collaborative
work space
for Start-ups

NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
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Solution for call centre
School biz buy

N. Harris Computer Corp. continues
to expand its school software business, acquiring the food service software assets of Kansas-based Superior
School Supplies Inc. Harris will add
Superior’s eTritionWare, MealTracker,
AccuScan and EZSchoolPay product lines to its K-12 school software
division, which grew with four other
school-related purchases earlier this
year. Financial terms of the deal were
not disclosed.

New deal, old client

Calian Technologies Ltd. secures a vehicle maintenance contract with the Department of National Defence through
the company’s business and technology
division. The initial $5-million deal
will see Calian staff doing equipment
inspections and repair on some 800
vehicles at the Canadian Manoeuvre
Training Centre at CFB Wainwright
in Alberta over the next 15 months. If
extended, the contract would earn the
company about $5 million more for
a further one-year of work. The deal
comes soon after Calian signed on for
a potential $40-million, five-year stint
with DND to provide technical training
at CFB Kingston.

Deal for ‘blast seats’

Allen-Vanguard Corp. wins a $15.3million deal for its new Commander
Blast Seats through its partnership with
the Canadian arm of General Dynamics Land Systems (GDLS). The company says it is delivering 2,178 “blast
seats” for the Stryker armoured combat vehicle, which is made by GDLS,
to protect occupants from explosions.
“This is a very significant win for our
new line of proprietary blast seat products...” says Allen-Vanguard CEO David Luxton. “Increased vehicle armour
has been saving vehicles but not necessarily the crew. Extensive programs to
upgrade or replace many types of military vehicles are now focusing heavily
on survivability of the occupants, and
blast-absorbing seats are a key part of
the equation.” Allen-Vanguard expects
to begin delivering the seats in the second quarter of fiscal 2009.

Space ops launched

Ottawa’s Ciel Satellite Group commences space operations with the
launch of Ciel II in Kazakhstan.

Iogen fuels racer for second year running

For the second year in a row, Iogen
Corp. fuels Green Alternative
Motorsports’ (GAM) high-performance race car for the 25 Hours of
Thunderhill endurance race held
annually in Willows, Calif. The Ottawa-based company, which operates a cellulosic ethanol demo plant
on Hunt Club Road, distilled more
than 1,100 litres of the biofuel for
the GAM racer, which took fourth
place in the field of 68 cars entered
in the 25-hour-long competition.
“We were thrilled to be able to help
Steve Zadig’s team again this year
by providing our cellulosic ethanol for an E85 blend,” says Iogen
president Steve Passmore. “This
race demonstrates that cellulosic

The satellite, which will transmit highdefinition broadcasts, will be controlled
at the company’s new facility in Saskatoon. The control centre is currently
testing Ciel II’s onboard systems, before
offering the orbiter’s services commercially early in the new year. Ciel Satellite is now looking for customers to fill
the satellite’s six available transmission
slots, alongside anchor customer Dish
Network Corp., a major provider of
satellite television. Ciel II will broadcast
from geostationary orbit, “hovering”
above a fixed point on earth, its orbiting speed matching that of the planet’s
rotation.

Fourth DND win

International Datacasting Corp. wins a
new broadcasting deal with Department
of National Defence (DND) worth up
to $8.1 million. IDC, which makes solutions for broadband multimedia content
distribution via satellite, says the contract
to continue broadcasting radio and television to Canadian Forces overseas is valued at $2.7 million for the first year, with
renewal options for two more years at an
additional $5.4 million. Since 2000, the
company has been providing capability
and programming for the Canadian Forces Radio and Television network’s two
(French and English) TV channels. IDC
is responsible for all aspects of programming including negotiating rights, scheduling, and uplinking the network from its
Ottawa- based network operations centre.
This is the fourth time IDC has won the
competition for this contract.

ethanol is a high performance fuel
that can also reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.” Last year, Iogen
provided more than 3,000 litres of
fuel for GAM, which ran two vehicles in 2007 race. “For two years
in a row, Iogen has been the only
firm actively producing cellulosic
ethanol and able to reach into its
inventory to provide us with the
volume we need,” says GAM team
member and driver Steve Zadig.”
Unlike conventional fuel ethanol,
which is derived from grains such
as corn and wheat, Iogen’s cellulosic ethanol is made from the
non-food portion of renewable
feedstocks such as cereal straws
and corn stover.
North America and Europe. To help accomplish this goal the company, which
makes software to manage and track
virtual servers, says it expects to hire
more staff in the near future. Led by new
investor Covington Capital Corp., the
financing round saw the Toronto firm’s
managing director, Phil Reddon, added
to Embotics’ board. Covington was an
early investor in PlateSpin Ltd., whose
founder, Stephen Pollack, recently
joined Embotics’ board too.

Objectworld Communications Corp.
is chosen by Payworks Payroll Services to provide a VoIP system for the Winnipeg-based company’s 100 employees.
Objectworld says Payworks will use
its Unified Communications Server to
streamline customer service at its call
centre, and for sales and management
teams at three locations. It also says the
system will help Payworks yearly save
up to $16,000 on long-distance charges
and about $36,000 in outsourcing costs.
Payworks’ call centre handles 300 to
400 calls per day.

Mass. deployment

Third Brigade’s security software is
chosen by Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, the latest in an impressive list
of the company’s Boston-area customers.
Ottawa-based Third Brigade says the
hospital has deployed its Deep Security
solution to safeguard patient and hospital

data generated by some 750,000 patient
visits a year. The medical centre is one of
four Boston-area hospitals to adopt Third
Brigade’s software. Other customers in
the area include the Harvard Medical
School and the Massachusetts Health
Data Consortium.

Phone integration

VoIP applications provider Natural
Convergence Inc. signs an agreement
with CounterPath Corp. that will see
its Silhouette solution integrated in
the Vancouver-based company’s new
USB-based Bria Roam phone system
for mobile workers. Bria Roam allows
mobile customers with broadband to
use their computer like a fully functional phone, while Silhouette enables
them to access the web interface to set
up their own individual features.
More, see Nuggets, page 4

All the
news that
doesn’t fit
in print
is on the
SCANsite

$4 million raised

Embotics secures $4 million in its
series-B round, which it plans to use
to further penetrate target markets in

www.scansite.ca
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orbits
COM DEV
International Ltd.,

a designer and manufacturer of space
hardware subsystems,
appoints CEO John
Keating to its board
of directors, and
names director Terry
Reidel to the newly
created position of
vice-chairman. Mr. John Keating
Keating joined COM
DEV in 1992, and has
since held a number
of senior positions
including president of
COM DEV Wireless
and president of COM
DEV Space. Following the collapse of
wireless markets in Terry Reidel
2001-2002, he was appointed CEO with
a mandate to return the company to its
roots as a space hardware company. Born
and educated in England, he studied mechanical and production engineering at
Leicester Polytechnic under the sponsorship of Marconi Radar Systems.
Over the next 20 years he held a wide
range of operational and management
positions in high tech companies in Britain, Holland and Canada. Mr. Reidel is
a fellow chartered accountant who spent
39 years with Ernst & Young. For the
past five years he has served as president
and CEO of Kuntz Electroplating. He
is also a director of Linamar Corporation and Economical Mutual Insurance Company.

Shafique Shamji

is appointed president of case management software provider Privasoft.

With more than 20 years experience in
information technology, Mr. Shamji
was most recently president of SS
TeleConsulting. Prior to that he was
president of Time iCR, a speech recognition and advance call processing
applications company. When Time
iCR was sold to Rogers, he served as
VP of professional services throughout the transition. Mr. Shamji brings
knowledge of US markets from his
tenor as VP of network services for
Fidelity National Information Solutions in Santa Ana, Calif., as well as
COO and CIO of Telehub Network
Services, a Chicago-based developer
of carrier-grade software switches.
He has bachelor’s degree in computer
engineering from McMaster University and earned a P.Eng designation in
1991.

David Sharpley

is appointed SVP
of marketing and
product
management at Bridgewater Systems. With
more than 15 years
of experience in the
IT and telecom sectors, Mr. Sharpley
came to from Oracle Corp. where he
led a global team responsible for marketing communications, product marketing and alliance partnerships. Prior
to Oracle, he was the executive VP of
marketing and product management
at MetaSolv Software Inc. He also
spent several years at Nortel, where
he led R&D, product management
and business development teams. Mr.
Sharpley holds a BComm (honours)
from Carleton, and earned an MBA
from uOttawa.

nuggets
Danish solutions

Enablence Technologies Inc. signs
a deal with a Dansk Bredband A/
S to provide its fibre-optic solutions
for a new network that will deliver
broadband services to 50,000 Danish
homes. Enablence’s technology will
enable Dansk Bredband to provide
digital and analog television, data and
telephony over a single fibre with more
bandwidth than traditional copper networks. The full rollout of the network
is expected to take two years.

operations, C2IS allows secure transmission of information between small
patrol vessels, mother ships, airborne
assets and land-based facilities. OSI
says the system will be installed over
the next few months.

Free for NPOs

Protus teams up with San Francisco’s
TechSoup, a tech resource that works
with non-profit organizations, to provide its Internet fax service MyFax
free or at a preferential rate to qualifying groups. According to the Ottawa
company, the partnership will see 500
organizations, including libraries and
environmental NPOs, receive free oneyear subscriptions for MyFax, while
other government-recognized nonprofits will be offered the service at a
discount. MyFax lets customers send
and receive faxes through Email accounts or a secure online server.

First customer

The Canadian navy becomes OSI Geospatial Inc.’s first customer for its
latest product, receiving a $1.1 millionorder for the Ottawa-based company’s
command, control and information
systems (C2IS). Used to support port
security and maritime interdiction
4 www.scansite.ca
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On the block

Financially troubled RAMTelecom Inc.
is on the verge of selling its only operating asset, R.A. Misener Telecom

Language fills the workplace

retention rates are high and goals are
understood and aligned with
corporate objectives.
The company is
profitable. If a workplace has a negative
NaNCy ClaRK
language, employees
tend to waste time worrying
or complaining, absenteeism rates are
high, retention is low, goals seem unrealistic and therefore employees lack the
h a t l a n g u a g e d o y o u motivation to achieve them. The botspeak in the workplace? tom line is negatively impacted and the
By language, I am not refer- company is struggling for survival.
ring to whether your workplace speaks
Companies such as Nortel and Dell
English, French, etc.
that have been dealing with massive
The word language is defined by layoffs, restructuring, off-shore labour
Merriam-Webster as
outsourcing, etc., have
“words, their pro- if a workplace has a some serious issues
nunciation, and the
with the language used
methods of combin- positive language, in the workplace. Once
ing them used and
employees tend employees sense and
understood by a comhear fear from their
to be productive, leaders, everyone is
munity…systematic
means of communiretention rates are affected. This fear is
cating ideas or feelevidenced
through
high and goals
ings by the use of contheir words and body
ventionalized signs,
language that ring
are understood
sounds, gestures, or
with negativity.
and aligned
marks having underSo what language
stood meanings.”
does your company
with corporate
Language is one
speak? Think about
objectives.
of the most powerful
the
conversations
tools used in the evyou have had today
eryday workforce. The language spo- at work. Did you speak with anticipaken at the water cooler, in email, during tion and excitement about the company
meetings, over lunch, etc., is indicative getting that next order or finishing their
of the health, morale and productivity next release on time? Did you get an
of the workplace. Language can literal- email from your manager thanking you
ly save or destroy a company. Language for something you accomplished? Did
is one of the most overlooked tools we you joke and laugh with co-workers and
have to work with in the workplace. share the latest antic?
If a workplace has a positive language,
Read the past few emails in your inemployees tend to be productive, box. Are they written with a positive
tone? Think of the last team meeting you
attended. Did you hear positive messages from your manager? Did the whole
team participate in the discussion?
Or are you one of the employees
Corp., to Montreal competitor OmniGlobe Networks Inc. for $2.65 million whose jokes usually fall on the dark
in cash. “Based on the current state of side? Do you regularly discuss how
the public market and the economic your company is in trouble and you
challenges we have faced over the past are keeping your eyes open to get out?
year, we have decided that this transac- Do you believe your company will be
tion is in the best interest of the share- successful? Do you know which cusholders, clients and employees,” says tomers your company has and the latRAMTelecom CEO Ralph Misener. est deal that closed?
Of course it is not reality to walk
The company’s troubles began earlier this year when it managed to raise around all day and see a smile on evjust $102,000 in a bid for $600,000 eryone’s face and meet twice a day by
the water cooler to hold hands and sing
in funding.
“Kumbaya”. Everyone will experience
some level of stress in the workplace.
But take a moment to hear and read the
language used.
You probably made a few New Year’s
resolutions. We all do that and by now
you have probably already fallen off
the bandwagon on a couple of them.
But January 1st is not the only day of
the year that you can make a resolution.
Ask yourself “Do I want my company
to be successful?” If you truthfully answer “yes” then you can certainly start
by examining the language you use in
the workplace and changing it if necessary. Language is a habit just like anything else we do regularly. It will take
practice to change, and we all stumble
and fall along the way (just like we do
with our New Year’s resolution!).

On The Job

W
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You may be surrounded by co-workers who look for the next slip up and then
can’t wait to share it with everyone else.
It will be awkward at first not to participate in the mudslinging. Your friends
may even ask what has happened to you.
It’s up to you to decide if you want to be
part of the problem or part of the solution. Only you can decide for yourself
and only you are responsible for the language you choose to use.
Reread your next email before you
hit the “send” button and ensure you use
a positive tone where possible. Speak
up at the next team meeting and ask
how sales are doing, which customers
are you after, who is the competition,
what edge do you have over them, etc.
Stop by the water cooler and talk about
something positive. Take a moment to
visit a colleague and commend her for
an accomplishment. It’s the New Year
and as good a time as any to learn a new
language.
Nancy Clark, president and CEO
of Enavance Consulting Inc., is an HR
development professional who has been
through every mill from the explosive
growth of JDS Uniphase in the late ‘90s
to a government agency in reorg mode,
with stops at Marconi, Iogen and other
hot spots in between. She can be reached
at nancy_clark@primus.ca

What budget
must do to get
Liberal support

O

n the
C B C
program
The Hour in midDecember, host
George Stroumboulopoulos
asked the newlyminted Liberal
leader, Michael
Michael Ignatieff Ignatieff, what
specifics he needs
to see in the Conservative budget Jan.
27 “that will let you say I’m OK with
this.” Mr. Ignatieff said the budget
would have to do three things to win
his support (and presumably undo the
coalition with the NDP, supported by
the Bloc):
If workers are forced to be unemployed, the budget must “help workers retrain so they can get back in the
game.”
It should “provide tax relief for
people at lower end of income, so
that they’ve got money to spend and
put food on the table, that gives a jolt
to the economy. It’s not a question of
stimulus, but who gets the stimulus,
and I think it should be on that side.”
Finally, and probably most productive, Ignatieff calls for “helping entrepreneurs and small businessmen to invest in
new technology. One of the key ways to
make us more productive is if we’re allowing them to replace their computer
systems and get new machines and stuff
so that when we get out of this they’re
ready to fire on all cylinders.”

Carleton’s new leader plans links to local industry and government
By Susan Hickman

programs and, with more than 100
industry, government and academic
arleton University could be
members, furthers the development
exactly what Ontario needs to
and application of modeling, simuladrive its economic develoption and visualization as an enterprise
ment, says its new president, Roseann
decision-making tool and promotes
O’Reilly Runte.
economic development.
Dr. Runte took over the reins of
Dr. Runte, says Hornbeck, “was toCarleton on July 1, 2008, replacing
tally committed to (VMASC) and sigDr. Samy Mahmoud who had served
nificantly moved the project ahead.”
as the university’s interim president
Ottawa Business Journal reporter
for the previous two years. She says
Elizabeth Howell says that Runte
she has come to an “innovative” unitold her that the university she
versity.
headed in Virginia embarked
“Carleton,” says Dr. Runte,
Previously, as president of a
on building booms and fundwho is the university’s first feing campaigns and that she
U.S. university, “she saw the
male president and vice-chanbrought in 90 companies to
cellor, “is a community that is university as playing a significant work with the university. She
always looking at new ways
says that initiative alone crerole in the future economic
of teaching, putting together
ated 7,000 jobs, and pumped
development of our region.”
knowledge, and new ways of
$700 million annually into the
solving problems. There is a
local economy.
lot of research here focused on solving
Dr. Runte was “very much focused,”
As head of Old Dominion, she also
real world problems. We have a really says Jack Hornbeck, president of created a university village, Hornbeck
engaged and innovative community.”
Hampton Roads Chamber of Com- says, including a retailing area and a
A graduate of the State Univer- merce in Virginia, “not only on Old research park.
sity of NewYork, and the University Dominion University as an institution
“The idea is to attract fledgling
of Kansas¸ Dr. Runte specializes in of higher learning, but as a participant businesses who would want to use the
French and comparative literature, and in the community. She saw the univer- research facilities of the university.”
has written extensively on economic sity as playing a significant role in the
In addition, Dr. Runte built a lot of
and cultural development, higher edu- future economic development of our pride in the university’s football procation and the importance of research. region.”
gram, “not only for the university but
She has also headed three other uniHampton Roads, Virginia is the also the town, with spin-off benefits
versities: Old Dominion University fastest growing modeling and simula- for high end intercollegiate athletics.”
in Norfolk, Virginia, Victoria Uni- tion hub in the United States, accord“We are looking at bolstering our
versity in the University of Toronto ing to OCRI Global Marketing. The efforts in innovation by working with
and l’Université Sainte Anne in Nova Virginia Modeling, Analysis and Sim- businesses,” says Dr. Runte, who has
Scotia.
ulation Center (VMASC) is a multi- taken an interest in start-up compaDr. Runte’s first visit to Canada was disciplinary modeling, simulation and nies that have grown out of Carleton’s
to Nova Scotia more than 40 years visualization collaborative research Foundry Program.
ago, when she had dreams of being a center managed through the Office of
The Foundry Program, considered
French professor in a French-speaking Research at Old Dominion University. Carleton’s flagship innovation supenvironment. In Ottawa, where she has It supports the university’s model- port program, has influenced provinnow settled with her mother, her dog ing and simulation graduate degree cial policy on using university talent,

C

and her cat, she says she is experiencing a city that enjoys the outdoors, has
a great arts program and an admirable
community spirit.
She is discovering the same community spirit at Carleton and it is, she
says, “exactly the resource” that Ontario needs. Dr. Runte is working on
a strategic plan for Carleton. She has
actively participated in a lot of focus
groups on campus and within the region. (See sidebar for more on her
draft plan.)

knowledge and ideas that can best be
harnessed to create social and economic value for the province. Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE) Inc. awarded
the program a $75,000 grant.
The program, which encourages any
member of the university’s faculty and
staff as well as students to act on their
ideas, finances entrepreneurs to take
their ventures to another level.
“I am listening to all the people I
am meeting and getting ideas on how
we can make the appropriate links

Strategic plan taps university’s global strengths
Carleton University’s new president has identified four specific areas
in which she believes the university
can best serve Ontario and Canada.
With a draft strategic plan called
Defining Dreams, which will be finalized this month, Dr. Roseann Runte
points to new endeavours for Carleton in the areas of sustainability and
the environment, health, new digital
media, and globalization.
Many programs and research intitiatives have surfaced recently in the
area of sustainability and the environment, and there have been collaborations with business and industry to
attract funding to these interests.
Secondly, Dr. Runte notes that major co-operation between Carleton and
other local universities and colleges,
hospitals, health councils and agencies
will lead to “the best use of resources”
in Ontario and Canada to resolve health
issues that are increasing with our aging population and international travel.
“There are 102 faculty members
working in bio-engineering in this
region and when all of the impressive resources already available are
assembled, this will be a very strong
program (in health).”
Carleton’s unique resources and
experience in computing, computer

gaming, modeling and simulation, and meetings with deans, administra- a global society, and rapidly changing
industrial and technical drawing, engi- tors, faculties and departments.
marketplace.”
neering and communications should
Carleton, says Dr. Runte, is capable
She hopes to achieve these goals
also enable the university to “harness of responding with great flexibility to by increasing the implementation of
the latest technology to create strong the needs of society and the demands research results in the public and prieducation packages … to make Car- of the market, through its innovative vate sector, for example, and increasleton a leader in the educational de- researchers and thoughtfully designed ing regional economic activity as a
sign of learning materials, the creation programs “which will support the eco- result of research.
of software and new computing de- nomic, cultural and social growth of the
As well, Dr. Runte intends to provices,” says Dr. Runte, who wants to Ottawa community.”
vide more environmentally friendly
explore futuristic multimedia
residential and study space
dimensions such as haptics,
campus that will integrate
Capable of responding with great on
smell and taste.
new media and information
flexibility to the needs of society technology. She suggests
Commenting on a fourth
strategy of global identities
and the demands of the market the government should be
and globalization, Dr. Runte
approached for funding supnotes this theme, which
port, as well as individuals,
she believes is Carleton’s strongest
Carleton’s researchers, she says, are corporations and companies.
area, could prepare students to be contributing significantly to Canada
“Thanks to our strong and valid
“citizens of the world” at a time in and the world and its academic pro- identity and compelling goals,” Dr.
history when people are increas- grams are “unique and responsive to Runte declares in her strategic plan,
ingly allied to multiple cultural and the times, cutting across faculties and “we will garner the support required
national identities. An international majors to combine knowledge and to achieve (our priorities and goals)
term in the summer is a possibility, skills in a way which uniquely qualifies in the interests of our students and
as well as proactive development of our students to respond to the demands society.”
international links.
of the world today.”
It is particularly appropriate in
The vision document comes on the
Dr. Runte is setting goals for the a time of economic restraint, says
heels of a series of roundtables with stu- university that she expects will en- the president, to “work consistently
dents, alumni, parents, educators, busi- courage businesses to come to Car- across departments and faculties,
ness leaders, the arts community, politi- leton “to learn how to jump ahead of across disciplines and with other
cal representatives and members of civic the curve.”
universities and colleges, agencies,
organizations, as well as meetings of the
Graduates, she says, “will be quali- foundations, governments and non
university’s senior planning committee, fied for success in a new, digital age, governmental bodies.”

between the university and the community.
I have heard an overwhelming support, especially in sustainable
energy areas, new
digital media, regulations and policies,
and health.”
Dr. Runte says she
believes more enterprises in these fields
can be developed.
“These are areas
of national need and
real world problems,”
she adds. “And they
respond to some regional expertise and
bolster the need for
solutions which use
the best mind power
that we have.”
Dr. Runte also intends, as head of Carleton, to work with
other universities and
community colleges
in Ottawa, as well as
government, business
and industry.
“We have a nice advantage of a
highly educated population, several
universities and community colleges,
a great hospital system, the high-tech
industry and government.”
Dr. Runte also points to a new digital media initiative she is contemplating for Carleton’s future.
“There is an opportunity for us
to take advantage of our programs
in engineering  – both hardware and
software –, industrial design and psychology, for instance … If you put all
that together, we have the resources
to create a really wonderful learning
package that could be cutting edge,
and that could be something that
makes people want to learn with passion.”
Citing examples where companies
in Germany and the United States are
using advanced technology to enhance
learning, such as creating games that
help young people calculate complex
mathematical equations and vectors,
Dr. Runte believes Carleton could use
its resources to create modules that
could be used in classrooms across the
country by teachers or that students
could take home.
“They could enhance the learning
experience of our nation’s youth, and
they could also be used by adults. We
start doing that and working with companies that are doing I.T. and they are
going to want to circulate that across
the country. There is an interesting
market here that is endless. I see that
we have resources to do this. And I see
a good deal of interest in the business
community.”
Meanwhile, Dr. Runte adds that a
university must serve the community
in which it is situated.
“Carleton has been engaged with its
community and as a university with a
lot of innovative potential, incredible
ideas and expertise, we can put that
expertise to trying to help our community. Our community is Ottawa, but it
is also the world.”
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Tech highway for a mega-region…
• There are almost 30 universities and approach elicits pan-regional co-opercolleges along the Ottorloo corridor, ation. Open Health Tools (OHT), an
many offering internship and co-op international open source organization
education programs highly respon- formed in 2007, is aiming to accelerate
sive to technology industry needs. implementation of electronic health
Their extensive R&D facilities are information systems. OHT was estabaugmented and often work collabor- lished by the Eclipse Foundation in
atively with the network
Ottawa, and Health Level
of federal labs, including
7 (hl7.org), headquartered
the National Research
in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Council, provincial cenCurrently the OHT project
tres of excellence and
has over 30 member orgabasic research centres
nizations in North Amerisuch as the Perimeter
ca, Australia, the UK and
Institute in Waterloo
continental Europe.
or Guelph’s Barcode of
Among larger companies
Life project.
embracing joint initiatives
Innovation and comis Nortel, which is working
mercialization are done
with smaller organizations
globally. Gone are the
throughout Ontario to find
days when managers
“creative ideas and move
could gleefully kill an
them into products and soidea by pronouncing it
lutions,” says Nortel’s chief
was “not invented here.”
architect Peter Carbone.
Gone, too, is any call for Adam Chowaniec
In Kingston, the company
locally made tech prodis doing optical research
ucts and services. A web of product with Queen’s University. In Waterloo,
development initiatives and “go-to it “has contributed equipment to spur demarket” channels spanning the prov- velopment in the areas of real time operince, the nation and the world should ating switch software and wireless techbe forming around local tech compa- nology,” says Mr. Carbone, noting that
nies. But are they?
Nortel joint projects take into account a
As each generation of technology region’s strengths. In Ottawa, the combecomes more complex and markets pany is pursuing co-development projmore global and fragmented, it be- ects in open source technology.
comes increasingly difficult for a
“As new companies start to grow,
single company to
they need help to sell
do it all. A key part
Anywhere colleges to the big customer
of a business plan is
because big custhe ability to build or universities have tomers can’t handle
a collaborative net- a quality technology dealing with lots of
work. This network
companies that
or entrepreneurship little
becomes a web of
only have parts of a
activities designed
solution,” says Mr.
program, we
to achieve growth.
Carbone. “There is
are seeing local
Companies in the
a gap in the market,
capability growing and networks are
network all have
unique
attributes.
needed to help small
They can operate in diverse locations companies to get to the next level. We
but, as a whole, become an ecosystem need these virtual networks to be broadof world-class capability. At the core ly extended and make these connections
is often an anchor company that pro- across regions.”
vides funding or the path to market for
Such networks are forming in rethe integrated output of all the smaller newable energy, multimedia, security
organizations. They are joint initia- and defence and environmental techtives spanning the globe.
nologies – all discussed in recent ediNot surprisingly, open source com- tions of SCAN (searchable by keyword
panies tend to have an edge when it on the SCANsite). There is not a lot of
comes to initiatives that cross regions. evidence of company-level product coThe very nature of their development development or marketing initiatives

DM Solutions Group
in Ottawa, to develop
technology for storing
from page 1
map data in Ingres’s realong the Ottorloo corridor, but there Ottawa that provides a
lational database and putis some OTC flow of capital. Major pathway for knowledge
ting it into its routing and
Ottawa players Allen-Vanguard, in and contacts to flow begeo-coding software. The
security, and Enablence Technolo- tween the two regions.
company is also working
gies, in optical networks, received “The network of contacts
with global partners to
much of their funding from Para- becomes larger through
develop a conference ardigm Capital in Toronto. Waterloo- the investment companies
chiving product based on
based vencap company Tech Capi- and allows each region to
Linux and off the shelf
tal Partners has a portfolio of 14 leverage the other,” notes
hardware, which “allows
companies, of which 11 are local to Mr. Wigglesworth.
for capturing great talks
Kitchener-Waterloo. Two of the other
Adam Chowaniec, chairby open source experts
three (Overlay.TV and Sidense) are man of Tundra Semiconaround the globe and sharin Ottawa and the third is in Toronto. ductors also believes that
ing them for free online,”
Peter Carbone
Ottawa-based vencap company Celt- the key to mega-region
says Andrew Ross, direcic House Venture Partners provided interaction is gathering niche contribu- tor of development at Ingres.
seed capital for Waterloo’s Sand- tions from each part of a region as part
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
vine Inc. at startup
an Ottawa technology
in 2001. Last year There are almost 30 universities and colleges entrepreneur and adSandvine did nearly
junct professor at uOtalong the Ottorloo corridor, many offering tawa’s Telfer School of
$75 million in business.
internship and co-op education programs highly Management. If you
Ken Wigglesworth,
have ideas for future
responsive to technology industry needs.
senior managing dimanagement, market
rector at Newbury
or technology issue
Ventures, sees investment as a key of a bigger solution. It is a practice focused articles, send them to jbowen@
strand in the commercialization web. ingrained at Ingres Canada, which ces.on.ca. Tony Patterson is editor and
Newbury Ventures is headquartered is working with partners in Japan, CEO of SCAN. He may be reached at
in California but has an office in China, Spain and the US, as well as tony@nationalcapitalscan.ca.
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Civil engineering
alumna is committed
to community building
Throughout her career, Marie Lemay has demonstrated
her commitment to building a local, regional and
national community . Following seven years as
Chief Executive Officer of Engineers Canada, a
national organization that represents some 160,000
engineers and 12 provincial and territorial regulatory
bodies, Marie is now applying her leadership skills
to her current position as Chief Executive Officer at
the National Capital Commission (NCC), a Crown
corporation that is focused on building a better
National Capital Region for all Canadians.
Marie credits her time at the University of Ottawa with
developing her world view and sense of engagement.
It is at the University that she learned to contribute,
lead and connect. She also developed her critical
thinking and problem solving skills – skills that are
still relevant in both her professional and personal life
today. Whether representing engineering students as
President of the Engineering Students’ Society, or in
her current position at the NCC, Marie is recognized
for her ability to collaborate with diverse groups to
get the job done.

Marie Lemay,

Civil Engineering, 1983

In 2005, Gatineau’s Chamber of Commerce named
Marie Engineer of the Year and presented her with
the Excelor award for her contribution to the social
and economic development of the region. In 2006,
the Ordre des ingénieurs du Québec OIQ honoured
her outstanding service as an ambassador of her
profession by presenting her with the Mérite du
Conseil interprofessionnel du Québec.
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